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that will assist in determining the expense and practicability of making a change.
(4)    Obtain particularly notes of the ground surface that will be covered by the proposed structure or embankment, by determining its elevation on the center line of bridge and when necessary on each side of same.    These heights may be measured from the base of rail at each bent or panel point but should refer   to   the   datum used  in  the survey, and additional notes should be made of intermediate   irregularities  that would concern the height of pedestals located between bents.
(5)    Establish and note two bench marks on solid objects, conveniently located, one each way from the bridge, and which are unlikely to be disturbed during the construction of the permanent structure.    For ordinary cases a track spike driven in a telegraph pole will be suitable.
(6)    Note the alignment of the track at the structure and consider whether there is any evident reason for changing same.
(7)    Consider the question of second track construction as concerning any change  in  alignment or  in location of bridge. Conclude on which side  of the present track the second track should be constructed and make note of the grounds for your conclusion.
(8)    When track across the bridge  or near the bridge is curved make full notes of elevation of outer rail.    If the point of curve is so located that the elevation of outer rail on bridge is varying, determine  by  eye  the   location of point of curve and of the point where the elevation is commenced.    On iron bridges the elevation should be constant when practicable.
(9)    Take notes for a sketch of the  water course for a sufficient distance on each side   of  the   bridge,   to   determine whether a change in location of channel or an improvement in the channel is advisable, and indicate your recommendations in this regard, remembering that the most favorable condition for a bridge is usually a deep channel at right angles to the railway for some distance above and below the bridge.    Contours in the immediate vicinity of   the bridge should be sketched in. Ordinarily this can be done with sufficient accuracy by the eye, or by taking a few offsets.
(10)    Ascertain the nature of foundations,  whether soft, requiring pile foundations, or of sand, or of  hard  clay, or of rock.    Reports should state the character, depth and dip of the strata.
(n) Ascertain present, ordinary and extreme high water marks. Inquire into cause of high water; whether by ordinary heavy rains, by water-spout, by damming from accumulations of drift or ice, or by overflow from other water courses, or from other causes which may be apparent.

